
Do Pillows Need a
Pillowcase?

Yes, as a rule. Put on a pillowcase just like put on a duvet
cover. To protect your pillow’s materials, you should place it
in a pillowcase, it also protects your pillow from liquids and
allergens.

The pillowcase serves the same purpose as duvet covers,
only it does it for the pillow As an added bonus, it prevents
you from lying directly on the pillow stuffing, which might
trigger allergies in certain people. As a result, they contribute
to making you more comfortable while you sleep.

Pillowcases protect your pillow from spills, stains and other
damages. The right size pillow will allow you to enjoy your
pillow fully. Too small a pillowcase can cause it to become
flattened and damage the pillow. If the pillow doesn’t have
enough room to expand, it can’t be fluffed to the right height.
A good pillowcase will also be breathable and fit your pillow
perfectly, allowing you to sleep well without worrying about
the pillowcase falling off or bunching up.

Pillows can be measured in inches or centimeters. If you are
unsure about the size of your pillowcase, measure its width
and length first before you buy new ones. Then choose the
standard pillowcase size or queen pillowcase size according to
the pillow size.

For the accurate results, use a tape measure that is firm (e.g.,
a carpenter’s) rather than flexible (e.g., a tailor’s) to measure
the pillow. Do not measure the pillow diagonally. Do not
measure the pillow across the center. Keep in mind that when
ordering, you will need to round up or round down to the
nearest ½ inch.

Queen pillowcase size are slightly longer than a standard
pillowcase size, with a typical measurement of 20″x30″,
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while standard pillowcase size dimensions is 20″x26″.

Oversized standard pillowcases measuring 20 x 36 inches, A
king-size pillowcase is usually used on a California king or
king mattress. Most people prefer to use two of these cases
on a matching-sized bed.

You can have lots of small pillows on a large bed, or you can
choose to have fewer. If you prefer a large pillow on a small
mattress, then that is also possible. Although smaller pillows
take up less room, however, they are not the best option if
you are a restless sleeper. Tossing and turning all night will
leave you rolling off the edge of a small pillow. In these
situations, a king or queen-sized pillow will work better for
you.

While aspects such as the appearance of your pillowcases can
be important, the most important aspect is the size of the
pillowcase because the pillowcase needs to match the pillow
in question. Anyway, the size and type of pillow that will give
you the best sleep will depend on your personal preference.
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